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Our softest 
mask ever
Featuring ResMed’s UltraSoft™ memory 
foam, the AirTouch F20 cushion delivers 
a significantly softer mask experience 
than silicone.



Superior comfort and
uncompromising seal

Foam has unique properties that provide less friction 
and contact pressure than a standard silicone cushion –  
even when it’s sealed firmly against your face. 
This reduces the likelihood of red facial marks.1  

And because foam is permeable, a very small amount 
of air can pass through your cushion, delivering a more 
natural sleeping experience without compromising your 
therapy treatment.

Reduced likelihood 
of red facial marks 



 
Easy to care for

Thanks to its replaceable cushion, the AirTouch F20 
allows for a simpler, smoother cleaning process. 

A simple wipe down every morning is all that’s needed 
to enjoy a fresh therapy experience every night!

Replace regularly 
to feel clean daily

Clean with alcohol-free 
wipes only



 
Freedom of choice

AirTouch F20 is made with interchangeable 
components so you can easily mix and match them 
with AirFit™ F20 mask. 

A wider set of options makes it easier to find a solution 
that maximises comfort, therapy compliance and success.

AirTouch F20 cushions are also compatible with 
AirFit F20 for Her masks, so female patients can 
enjoy the comfort of Ultra-Soft foam alongside the 
outstanding fit of a female-specific mask.  

Compatible with AirFit F20 masks, 
including AirFit F20 for Her

InfinitySeal™ 

cushion
UltraSoft memory 
foam cushion



Buy online
Get everything you need to keep your AirTouch F20 
in top condition at our eshop mySleep.ResMed.com

Save money and stay fresh with cushion refill packs 
of 2 or 6 masks.



Speak to your clinician 
about AirTouch F20 today 

and find out more on 
ResMed.com/AirTouchF20
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1. ResMed internal testing comparing ResMed UltraSoft memory foam and silicone.


